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Historic Notes and Documents:
Life in Miami and the Keys:
Two Reports and a Map from the MonacoAlaiia Mission, 1743
by R.Wayne Childers

I

n 1743, some forty-five years after the Franciscans abandoned
their disastrous mission to the Calusa, Jesuit Fathers Joseph
Maria Monaco and Francisco Xavier Alaiia proposed
Christianizing the Indians of the South Florida Keys.' The natives
had previously indicated that they wanted instruction, but when the
priests arrived, the Indians rejected educational efforts and asked
instead for supplies and whiskey. Despite the less than warm recep
tion given the two priests, a fort was built for their protection. Alaiia
returned to Havana to report on the expedition, leaving Monaco
behind with twelve soldiers. The Governor of Cuba ordered their
immediate return, however, and the stone, wood, and earthen fort
was leveled to the ground so that the English could not appropriate
it. In February of 1744, the Council of the Indies approved the leveling of the stockades arguing that a fort and mission would be too
exposed and too expensive. Consequently, there appears to have
been no more missions sent to these South Florida ~ndians.~
R. Wayne Childers is Research Fellow at the Archaeology Institute at the University
of West Florida. The author would like to thank Dr. Felipe Castro of the
Universidad Naci6nal Autonoma de Mdxico for his help, and Maricela Concha
Radillo for her untiring research at the Archivo General de la Naci6n and her assistance in locating, organizing, and transcribing the materials.
1. John H. Hann, ed. and trans., Missions to the Calms (Gainesville, Fla.,1991).
2. William C. Sturtevant, "Last of the South Florida Aborigines," in Tachacale:
Essays on the Indians of FIaida and Southeastma GGwgia during the Histork Period,
ed. Jerald Milanich and Samuel Proctor (Gainesville, Fla., 1978), 141-62.
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Until the discovery of the two documents and map reproduced here, the only known reports of this mission were the 1743
memorial which William C. Sturtevant translated and a 1760
restatement with additional facts. Based on data found in a contemporary history of the Jesuit efforts in New Spain, John Hann
speculated that there might be a third document or notes which
contained more infor~nation.~
While neither of these reports is the elusive "third document,"
they are different in many respects from previous sources. The
first of these documents was recently found in the section Jesuitus
of the Archivo General de la Naci6n in Mexico City. It is undated
but gives a secondhand account of the Indians of South Florida
gleaned from fishermen, documentary sources, and a Cuban priest
who was familiar with the Indians. This initial investigation was
obviously made before the two priests embarked on their mission;
internal data indicates it was made sometime in late 1'142.
The second document was copied by Buckingharn Smith at
the Royal Academy of History in Madrid in 1855 and was eventually deposited at the New York Historical Society. It deals with
Monaco and Alaiia's arrival and reception, and contains their proposal to build a fort at the mouth of the Miami River. Although
undated as well, the document appears to have been a very rough
draft of the final 1743 report.
Both documents provide new ethnographic and historical
information about South Florida. The first report indicates that
the Indians spoke a dialect very different from neighboring
Indians, and that possibly these Indians were related to those
whom Columbus contacted on his first voyage, identifying them
with the Tainos of Cuba and the Caribbean region. The second
report elaborates on clothing: the women wore plant fibers, probably Spanish moss, and the men apparently donned only cloth
breechcloths. The second report also suggests that shamans used
large quantities of an unidentified beverage and physically
exhausted themselves to induce trance-like states, similar to the
use of cacina or cassina, a tea brewed from the leaves of the yaupon
plant by other Southeastern Indian g r o ~ p s . ~
3.

4.

Ibid; Hann, ed.,, Missions, 419; Arva Moore Parks, Where the River F d the Bay:
Histaical Study of the Granada Site, Miami I;Emida. Archaeology and Histmy of the
Gmnada Site, 2 vols. (Tallahassee,Ha., 1985).
John H. Hann, "The Use and Processing of Plants by the Indians of Spanish
Florida,"Southeastern Archmology 5 (winter 1986): 91-102.
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Smith also copied a map similar to one found at the Library of
Congress copied from the Archivo General de Indias in Seville.
This fairly detailed map of the South Florida Coast and the Keys
indicates some but not all of the places referred to in the document~.~
//16//6 Report that the PadresJoseph Maria Monacho [sic] and
Francisco Xavier Aim [sic] make to the Seiior Governor of
Havana on their expedition and t9dmdu7 into the lands of the
Inof the Keys8 .

No. 7
Legajo N. 15
Letters RB.

//I7 right// Relation of what pertains to the Indians that they call
[the Indians] of the Keys, who live in those that are 40 to 50
leagues to the north of Havana, inasmuch as to the disposition that
they have to receive our Holy Faith and the usefulness that the
founding of one or two missions in their places promises
This Nation of Indians that appears to be composed of the remnants that have remained of all the Keys or Islets that are to the
north of the Island of Cuba [who] currently inhabit the string of
5.

6.

7.
8.

Mapa de 10s Cayos de 10s Martires 6 de la Florida [1743], Vault Map 147, in
Pedro Torres Lanzas, Relaci6n Descriptiva de las Mapas, Planos Etc, de
Mexico y Florida, Sevilla, 1900. This was enclosed in Governor of Cuba to the
King and accompanying autos, 25July 1743, AGI Santo Domingo 860. There
appears to be another copy in the Servicio Geogratico del Ejercito in Madrid
Map 51, Cartoteca Historica: Indice de Mapas y Planos Historicos de America,
Madrid, 1974. The description says "Boca de Ratones drawn by the Father
Joseph Sarner de Alaiia. He went on the 22 nd of June of 1743with his companion Father Monaco to convert those Indians" (14).
Starting with page 17, the letter is written with the sheet folded and one page
on the left hand side and one on the right. However, there is neither rhyme
nor reason to how the pages were copied and seem to have been put down at
random. As can be seen from the page citations, there is no way to put the
document together so that it can be read with one page following another.
Report of the Fathers Alana and Monacho, n.d., Archivo General de la
Nacidn (AGN), Mexico Jesuitas III Expediente 17.
This word can be variously used to mean entrance or invasion or both.
This is the report from which the Governor of Cuba wrote his letter to the
King on 26 July 1743. However, some of the information here is not repeated
in the letter or in any other place. Juan Francisco de Cuemes Horcasitas to
the King, 26 July 1743, AGI Santo Domingo 860 in Hann, ed., Missions, 400404.
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Keys that is found as a parapet for the reefs of the Martyrs {called
thus because the first Preaching Fathers of the Companyg that
[came here?], had died in themlo}from Key West" to Boca Raton
and the most southern point of Florida of which they also possess
a piece.
This is a nation [that is] small in number, since it is thought that
all their souls will scarcely reach 500. What has caused their
diminution {besideswhat has gone down [to Cuba] //24 left// it
shall be said} [is] the repetition of smallpox among the children
which finding them without any appropriate remedy, has executed
a violent ravage among them. [This is a] reason why once cultivated and instructed with that which concerns the health of their
souls even inasmuch as to their bodies, it can be expected they
shall attained the fecundity for their multiplication that has been
noted of them.
The language that they use is different from what is proper for
those Indians that are at the gates of Saint Augustine, already
reduced to the pale of our Holy Church.
Said Indians have on their borders, another nation called the
Maymies whom they keep as friends and allies. This immediately
suggests a prudent hope of also reducing these to the Holy Faith
and friendship with our nation. They shall form between the two
of them, a bastion against //I8 right// the wild Indians that are
more to the North despite what is said in favor of them. Inasmuch
as once commenced through this Southern side, perhaps the conversion of so many barbarians shall be attained that have not produced an effect in many years.
As a result, these Indians of the Keys for 40 years up to now, have

had so many deaths and nevertheless have [such] sincere friendship for the Spaniards and the desire to embrace our Holy Faith,
[that] it can not be prudently doubted as the simple narration of
the following acts shall convince [anyone].

9. Jesuits
10. This is inserted fmm a scribbled side note which is only partially legible.
11. Cay0 H m o .
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The year of [17]10, the Reverend Father San ~ u r g o l religious
~,
of the order of San Francisco coming from Havana, arrived on
Holy Wednesday to Cayo Hueso where he found the Casique of
Carlos gravely ill. He had come to visit his Pueblos. Said religious
moved by his Holy Zeal, seeing that the sick one was near the
end, proposed to him the felicities //23 left// that he could
hope for by means of the Holy Baptism and it had been managed that he would receive it. He was baptized on Thursday and
died on the following day, Good Friday. However, before he did,
he called to all of his people and [when they were] present, he
left them an order that they should come to Havana to be
Christians. [This was] an order that the Indians did not forget
since when the religious arrived to Havana and with some people encouraged by the report to send transport, the Captain Luis
Perdomo went [there]. [He] brought back about 280 Indians
and among them, the hereditary son of the deceased Casique of
Carlos with the second in command after him who they had
called the Great Captain, ditto the Casique of Jove, the one of
Maymi, the one of Tamcha, the one of Muspa, the one of
Rioseco. Further, the principal Casique took the name of
Phelipe the Fifth at the baptism.
[When they] arrived to this port, they were placed in Cabaiia without being assigned a person who //I9 left// would be in charge
of them and even less, one who would provide them with what was
necessary beyond some few individuals that helped them out of
compassion, [which was] little for such a large number.
After two or three months, because of the destitution [and]
because of the change in climate that has always proved bad for the
Father Friar Alonso de SanJurgo was a native of Bugas de Castromaior in the
Bishopric of Mondofiado. He was 44 years old, with a medium complexion
and small eyes. He had come to Cuba in 1696 with Father Lopez, but was not
one of those who went on the disastrous 169'7-98 mission to the Calusa. By 13
January 1'711, he was the missionary at a Timucuan Indian village outside St.
Augustine. L i t of the twenty-two religious of the order of San Francisco that
go to the Florida at the expense of the Royal Estate in which is included the
Father Friar Feliciano Lopez, their commissary, 27 June 1696, AGI 45 1/4
Document 5, J.T. Connor Collection Reel 1, Smathen Library, University of
Florida, Gainesville; Hann, ed., Missions, 162-81; Memorial of Indian men,
women, girls and boys that the Pueblo of Santo Thomas de Santa Fee alias
Esperanza has of the Timucuano Language until today . . . ., 13January 1711,
AGI Santo Domingo 843.
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Indians, the epidemic of Typhus and Smallp~x'~
came among
them which caused the ravages that could be expected from such
great lack of protection.
The four Casiques died including the principal, don Phelipe V and
about two hundred more of which almost half were baptized only
because of the fact that the two or three pious persons that helped
them, were not found present at their deaths since they were
unable to cross the bay then because of the wind and the lack of
means [to do it] .
Of those that remained alive, part of them were taken to some
houses belonging to charitable subjects //22 left// and no few of
them, redeeming them from the Great Captain, part were placed
inland and only 16 to 18 returned to their lands."
The year of [170]4, the Casique who died in Key West15had also
come with a great number of Indians for the same effort of
embracing our Holy Religion but [the result of] his coming was
such as has already been referred to.
Notwithstanding these dismal experiences, the year of [17]32, they
sent an ambassador to Havana with the purpose of negotiating
another return with the same purpose of becoming Christians.
The Captain Commandant and Commissary of the Keys of the
North, Lucas Gomes, was dispatched from here, who said Indians
had always recognized as their Father because of the extended
experiences they had of his love expressed in expenditures that
because of his poverty, had been excessive and with whom they
observed a humble obedience. //20 right// [This was] so great
that this past month of May [of the] year of [17]42, a party of them
came here with the purpose that said Captain would select the
Casique for them, about which had been controversies.
The said Captain Lucas Gomez went to find out the truth and finding it apparent, immediately brought 14 of the principle men and
among them a Casique and the Great Captain. He held a junta in
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front of the Seiior Governor [of Cuba] from which resulted [the
decision] that barks would go to bring back the main body of the
Indians. However, when the said Captain Lucas Gomez returned
there with this preparation, he found that they had been transported to other places the following day, [having] decided not to
come to Havana.
He examined the root of the cause of this change of heart and he
recognized that they had been motivated to do it by having discovered16 that it had been decided to keep their children in
Havana and to collect the rest in xagua17,exposing them to suffer
the same or greater //21 left// improvidence as the year of
[17]10.l8
After this time, they have kept themselves firm in the resolution
not to transport their habitation to Havana. However, they have
not stopped expressing on many occasions, the desire to become
Christians, asking for a Father so that he goes with them to instruct
them. [They have done this] not only to the Captain Lucas Gomez,
but also to some Fathers of the Company of Jesus and recently to
the Seiior Chief of Squadron, Don Andres Reggio.
That these experiences are sincere beyond the repetition of them,
is proved by what happened to one of the Fathers of the Company
[of Jesus] while being informed about this matter one day in the
house of said Captain. Three Indians were present and among
them, a Principal man. He told the Captain Lucas that said Father
should want to go with them to the Keys in order to instruct them
on the road to Salvation. They showed such jubilation and looked
upon the Father with such love that //21 right// that he had to
hold back the tears that the compassion [generated] by seeing
those innocent oneslg that with such earnestness, asked for the
bread [of life] without finding anyone who would share it out to
them and without the Father being able to legally go with them for
this effort. [This] compassion was increased upon seeing that the
following day and another time before they returned to their Keys,
16. The word used here is
,-s
for which I could not find a definition.
Discover seems to fit the context however.
17. The Bay of Cienfuegos in Cuba.
18. Hann, ed.,, MksioPw, 335-47.
19. Paruulos.
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they came to look for him at the College, reiterating the same
request.
In the expressed month of May or beginning of June, the Casique
expressed his mind to the Sefior don Andres Reggio in these
terms: "JPleasel send Tal Father and the truth to our land. children and wives.. ..."*O, insinuating what is known from experience
concerning the sincerity of his will and at the same time [asking]
what was the reason that they were not transported to ~ a v a n a . ~ '

.

However, nothing makes clearer evidence of his sincerity than the
affection for the Spaniards that he has proved in many ways. It is
usual that some of our fishermen //20 left// such as the 2 alone
[who] were among them for 2 months and 4 months and even
longer, [go among them] without ever experiencing the least hostility against themselves rather a sociable friendship dispositively
manifested in the aid that they always enjoy in the fishing, when
they ask them for it.
At each death,22some of them come to Havana in their canoes and
it is a rare event when they do not ask for a Father for their instruction. [This is] something that has been evident to all the vecinos
and shames those that zealously preseme the Catholic honor of
our Nation.23
The names and surnames that they use among themselves, are the
same as among ourselves; the names of Saints and Spanish surnames are indicative of the greatest ones24and of the desire to
become Christians and of the love for our Nation.
The year of [1'7]B,when the attack force was sent against the
English [at] San Jorge 25 and said Captain Gomez was in fact com-

20. &&nzrwPraTinnz&uy-&&&zy
mas....Thetrailingdotsare
in the original. I have offered a rather loose interpretation of what seems to
have been written.
21. Ynsinuando q se mnitia a la q b i e d a m quanto a la sinceridad & su voluntatd y
a1 mkmo timap0 qwll em la mum & no t r a m p r s e a la Havana
22. passo. This could also be at each step of passage, but death seems to be more
appropriate in the context of seeking spiritual solace.
23. Corridos a Iac q &lan d honor Gatholico & nuestra Na.&n.
24. lat maym.
25. Charleston, South Carolina.
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manding the little attack force as the second in command, //22
right// [when he] arrived to Boca Raton, he asked them for 3
men to go on the operation to be used in fishing so that the troops
could be maintained. They promptly gave them to him.
In this present war, what we have experienced is no less favorable to
us [because they] are enemies of the English. In the month of
March of this year of [I7142 a launch full of Englishmen that was
lost with a ship on the Tortugilla, 26 went to Tampa and encountered a bark there which along with the Indians, had some
Spaniards. They had a skirmish and obliged the enemy to retreat.
The Indians wanted to board them. Even more, when the Spaniards
refused to do so, the Indians undertook the operation from there
alone, shortly afterwards even though it was barbarous but it is as
much as is needed to prove the matter. They deceived them by pretending to be uchises2' which is a nation friendly to the English and
having reassured them, they killed all 12, taking possession of the
launch and with it, another enemy bilander that was found //I9
right// unprepared because the people were on land. Afterwards
they searched [that place] in order to kill [themla and unless our
people had urged them not to, [telling them] that they should give
them good quarter, they would not have spared them. [However],
they spared them and they were brought to Havana as prisonew.
The 15th day of May of this current year of [ 17142, an advice boat
departed from this pon for [the port] of [San Augustin de la]
Florida by order of the Seiior Governor. On the 17th of the month
while close to the Keys, it encountered an enemy corsair bilander,
superior in forces, that gave chase to it. The Indians saw the enemy
at a distance and realizing their intent, came out to defend our
advice boat. Receiving four broadsidesm and returning as many,
26. Little Tortuga.
27. The word Uchiw is identified by Hann as a name having been applied to
Indians living in the central Georgia area around Macon in the last quarter of
the seventeenth century. By the mid-eighteenth century, it was applied to the
Creek Emperor and the core towns of the Creek Confederacy, including
Coweta. Declaration of the Indian Antonio Micono, of the decree and the letter from the Chiquile or Emperor of the Provinces of the Uchises, 26
September 1 754, AGN Historia 436.
28. Bzcscanm dcspues essa para mutarla. It seems to be saying that they were searching for a woman to kill her. The way that I have translated it here seems to
make more sense.
29. quutro dcscargas.
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they obliged the enemy to retreat. When this was done, they aided
our advice boat which was grounded.
The place that this Nation inhabits as is evident from what has
been said, is the most dangerous of the Channel and this is confirmed not only by the loss of the treasure fleet that happened
there in the //23 right// year of [I7133 but also the fact that it is
a rare year when 3 or 4 vessels do not perish there. If these might
be from our nation, then they shall have great alleviation with
friends nearby and if from a foreign nation, our friends shall have
then what they shall leave there unprotected.
Also because there is a channel between the Keys and the reefs of
the Martyrs, where vessels that draw little water and even frigates
of about 14 cannons can come and usually do so, from Florida,
these [vessels] shall always have shelter in these Keys when the
hurricanes seize them since many of them offer convenient
anchorage for small vessels. Neither do they lack water since not
only what the river at Boca Raton offers is excellent but also [what
can be gotten on] Matecumbe Key, Key Largo, Cow Key, Bahia
Honda Key, Key West 50 etc even though it is from barrel wells.
Neither is it a consideration of less weight in conversing about the
importance of this settlement, to know that the English intended
in the past year of [ 1 7 ] a //I8 left// to settle on Cow Key and in
fact made stockades that the storms blew away [nor] to know that
the Uchises which are a nation that we have said is friendly to the
English, are enemies of our Indians and are those that usually
come down to do them injury.
This is a reason why it is necessary to build a little fort in the place
that knowledgeable people shall judge is most fit for it [and is]
appropriate for its defense.
The last useful thing that is offered for now, is that by means of
this, we shall know all that is to the west of the coast of Florida,
which up to now, we have had a very confused report about and
the maps of which are very badly delineated as has begun to be
known by one and another voyage.
50. Gzyo de M a t a c l l d , el Cayo Largo, el & Vmas, de BBahiahonda, de Hucssos. See
map.
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All the most that has been expounded, has been drawn out of the
reports or what has been acquired from or from the mouth of the
Captain Lucas Gomez [or from] a Father of the Company of Jesus
who finds that said Captain is the most fit subject to effectuate and
put in order, the settlement that all desire.
It is also expounded for the consideration of whoever it pertains to
//24 right// and [who] can help this enterprise {whenit lacks all
the rest), the temporal and eternal death that has happened all
those years to so many children, who with the water of Holy
Baptism shall be the perpetual companions of the angels and
intercessors to the favor of those that with the authority or with the
wealth or with their personal labors shall have contributed to their
happiness.
If at any time, any soul has given any offense or robbery by it, to
Jesus Christ, his providence here offers a noble means to return to
His Majesty, soul for soul, assuring the same with an action that has
flashes of the divine, which they call the Holy Spirit, the cooperation with God for the health of the souls.
The All Highest may be pleased to bring near, the times of the
reduction of a people that according to the first rutters of
Christobal Colon that Herrera refers to, are according to the opinion, descendents of those Indians that this glorious explorer
encountered on his first voyage.3*
// 17 left//

31. These were the Taino Indians of the Bahamas and Cuba. This certainly bolsters the idea that the Calusa were speaking an Arawak language. John R.
Swanton in his Early Hktoty of the C d Indians and their Neigfrbm [Smithsonian
Institute, Bureau of American Ethnology Bulletin 73 (1922): 28-31]states
that there were not enough samples to determine the language, but that it
had a Choctaw sound to it. Julian Granberry also states that the few extant
words in Calusa are not enough to really work with. However, he developed
the tentative hypothesis that they were related to the Tunica, a Southwest
Louisiana tribe; Granberry, "The Position of the Calusa Language in Florida
Prehistory: A Working Hypothesis," The Florida Anth7Opolqwt 48 (September
1995): 15673. Randolph Widmer in his study of Calusa society offers no
hypothesis at all about the origins or cultural affiliations of the Calusa. He
does not seem to relate the stools used by the Great Casiques of the Calusa as
a mark of kingship to those almost identical objects found among the Taino;
Widmer, The Evolution ofthe Calwa: A Nmurgricultural Chiefdom on the Southwest
t h i d a Coast (Tuscaloosa,Ala., 1988).
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After writing this, they have given another proof of fidelity in the
aid that they loaned to a bark that came from Florida by order of
that Governor, concerning which the Casique of Carlos showed
me a credible certification given by the one that commanded said
bark.
In the last act, what decided us to present the memorial was the
fact that said Casique had come in the time when the northers are
blowing.3PHe had scarcely arrived, when with a dozen of his [ p e e
ple], he came to my dwelling with this proposal: "Father I have
us
come to c a m vou wth me to the Kevs wheree-ov
Chnsuans
"
and from b e . I am o i n e to see His Excellency for this
purpose" as in fact he went. However, he was not allowed to go up
by the sentinel because of His Excellency's illness.
[This is the rather abrupt end of this document which is written on
the left-hand side of the first page of the report.]
1'143j3
Report that was presented to the Most Excellent Seiior don Juan
Francisco Guemes y H o r d t a , Lieutenant General of the Royal
Army, Governor and Captain General of the Island of Cuba and
the city of Havana, by the Fathers Joseph Maria Monaco and
Joseph%vier de A M a of the Company of Jesus upon the event of
their sailing from Havana as far as Boa de Raton, that which was
done in the Pueblo of Santa Maria de Loreto, the state in which its
Indians and those around it are found and what they think necessary for him to do for their permanent subjugation.

Most Excellent Seiior
We left from the port of Havana on the 24th of June of the present year of 1743. We were not able to anchor in the mouth of the
river that lies about two leagues southwest of Boca de Ratones
where we had discovered on the way, that the Indians of the Keys
would be found. The voyage was long for us, caused not only by the
calms and contrariness of the winds but by the fact that we fled

32. Given that this occurs from October to April in the Gulf, the date of this
report is probably November or December of 1742.
33. This letter is found in the Buckingham Smith Collection formerly at the New
York Historical Society, New York City.
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from the brigantine that left Havana after we did until we reached
Key &e" where we failed to catch favorable winds." The lack of
indications that it was Spanish, the chase it gave us by Key VacaS6
up to pressing us in the channel leaving to the west of the Key of
vipers3' and the fact that it never gave us any favorable sign, made
us believe that it was an enemy. This thought was confirmed with
the justified suspicion that if the English were informed of our
intent, it would be nothing agreeable to their ideas. Therefore,
they would want to prevent it at the beginning with the easy objective of seizing our schooner. These were the reasons that increased
our determination to get out of sight of it around said Key and //// it was lost from view.%
On Frenchman's K e p , we learned from a traveler who called to us
with a great deal of smoke, that those Indians had gone to celebrate peace with those of Santa Luz and that one of these ceremonies involved killing a boy or girl. Manuel Hernandez offered
to go ahead to the Casique with our letter, in order to stop that
barbarity. In fact, he went in a canoe40with the stated traveler. The
letter arrived in time and Our Lord inclined the will of the Indians
to ours. A few hours more and we would have found this cruelty
already done.
Beyond this appreciable service and Manuel Hernandez's continual earnest occupation in everything that he was ordered to do, he
has done something else that did not have the desired effect but
there was no lack of anything because of it. We found the Casique
of Santa Luz in his pueblo with a few of his people and we proposed to him that if he wanted to go with his people to settle in this
4

35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.

C. Axi on the map found just to the southwest of C Perchel below Punta
Tanche.
senos [obfus] ala7go el viage, ya par h calmas y contraridad & los Vmtos, ya por
h e r huidos [nosf] el dia 1st &Julio &l vergantin que salio & la Havana hspues
de nosotros hasta Caw (iXd en h d e &grams
alpnus vintos favorables.
Caw Baca or Cow Key. Shown as &us on the map.
Bivoras [sic]. See map where it is foundjust to the east of the compass point
for the map.
deshombranle con la akkncitm & algzLna~dias . I was unable to find a meaning for
dGshombar but this makes sense in the context.
Caw Frances. Shown in the Lower Keys to the east of Biboras [Viwus] and
Matecumbe el N d o and just below and west of Matecumbe el Vkjo [shown as
Mate [su] el vicxo] .
caywo.
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vicinity with those useful and nearby natives, he would benefit
from us. He replied yes and that he would have to lure his people
there even more so because is no guarantee from the word of these
people. Since [this] was already the home of the Santa Luces, he
traveled to the Maiaca Indians. We sent Manuel Hernandez with
them so that with the favor of his ancient friendship with both parties, they might be lured or with the purpose of encouraging their
pueblo since it was not appropriate for the Cause that each
Casique would want to rule his rule over his own people unless
they formed 3 or 4 little nearby pueblos that would live amicably
and aid each other against the assaults of the Uchizes who come
with extraordinary force incited by the English, and so would be
able to remain in this place.

//-//
The bad result of these actions has made a beginning for us in
penetrating the root of the bad faith of these Indians, the Principal
Men of Boca de Ratones. This Casique sent with those of Santa
Luz, one of his people whose perfidy and obstinance we have
known quite well from other advisors. He not only dissuaded the
Santa Luces from doing what was promised about domiciling
themselves and becoming Christians wet we did not despair about
everything concerning the subjection of all these few people).
Despite that fact, d e f n n p [the] way he wanted Manuel Hernandez
to go in his launch to the Maiaca where according to reliable
reports, they have many women and children. Manuel went about
201eagues [as it is counted] on foot and afterwards the Indian sent
by this Casique arrived. It followed that we recognized his intentions of attacking the ~ a i a c a sby
~ l having known that these had a
fear of admitting the Fathers. This was a fear that did not lack a
rational foundation since at another time, using this deception,
they have killed and captured men and women. With this purpose
in mind, the Great Casique pretended great fear of the Uchizes
[sic] to one of us and said confidentially on the same day that the
one he sent returned, that he would ask for firearms from Your
Excellency.
The reception that these Indians have given us has been dry,
with few signs of love and less of joy at our coming. All of these
were moodily taking possession of all the goods intended for
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them. Since we gave them out in this fashion, we do not have an
exact account of what [was given to whom]. We saw that it was
not possible to leave off handing them over like this lest the
Fathers be accused of the unjust retention of what the King and
Governor had sent them. [We were also] mindful of the fact that
the Casique did not stop manifesting to us with very clear words
and not obscure threats of //-// what he would represent to
Your Excellency in Havana. We have not done much in delivering our provisions to his greed, that which we should have handed out among the children as the only means of attracting them.
However, it shall be compulsory to satisfy the daily importunities
of all of them. Therefore, it is necessary that in the future, the
delivery of provisions is established and that these include some
things of such types that all of them will recognize them as a
benefit from the Fathers. This will produce good economy and
therefore the proper subjugation of these people. It is well
known that the Indians who dwell in said pueblo number about
180. Half of these are composed of children and youths. All [of
these are] the parishioner^^^ of three pueblos, Carlos, Caios and
. rest [of those] subject to this Casique dwell at
Boca R a t ~ n ' ~The
a day's journey and shall be in all, around 50 are some of those
that after many of our requests calling them to the pueblo, were
gifted and entertained by us [and] had returned leaving with us
with good hopes of subjecting them to Christianity. The Santa
Luzes live at a two-day journey. They are now reduced to the
small number of 45 people. Finally, about 40 leagues away are
found the Maiacas whose number we do not know with any certainly although it has been evidenced to us that they have more
women and children.
The Indians of Boca Raton abandon this Pueblo by the end of
September and go to Perche14 Key, because the hzcaco [tree]" had
finished [bearing fruit] there for them6 [and] because they take
fish to the barks from Havana. Concluding this, they go to pass a
nother season at Key Vaca. These are the three habitation sites
42. Phelig.s.
43. Of the three, only Boca Raton to the north of Key Biscayne [Biscaino] seems
to appear on the map.

44. This could also be Pachet Key.
45. The coco-plum or Crysobalanus icaco, a species of palm tree.
46. ya por que aUi se lac Lacaba ef hic& ya
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among which with little difference, they divide the year. This is a
point that requires wise reflection since the perpetual transmigrations make their instruction almost impossible. Arrangements
should //-// be made with good will and the selection of the
Fathers so that only the fishermen leave and the women and children remain.
74

Coming to the cardinal point which is their conversion, that
which we have touched with the hands has astounded us. Your
Excellency knows this and the most that might be said against the
Indians. About a dozen of the Principal Men are the yeast that
corrupt the rest. After plundering the supplies, they began to
declaim to Father Alaiia. The Casique with manifest falsity,
denied that he had requested in Havana that the Fathers should
come to his land to instruct his people in the Holy Faith. He lied
about the fact that they had repeated this many times to other
Spaniards, laying the sin {this is the formal expression they have
used} for our coming on Captain Lucas Gomez. Therefore, in
order to break their spirits, he tells them that we will not return.
They have responded as a result, that they are compelled against
their will to be Christians since the Governor of Havana holds the
provisions, he would punish them. Notwithstanding this, we have
investigated [and found] in many ways that though our coming
weighs heavily on them, they did not want us to go back because
of the fear of Your Excellency. However, no matter how faraway,
there is still the proper motivation for their taking the Christian
religion into their hearts.
We fear, Most Excellent Seiior, that these people have formed the
opinion that to be Christians means that they do not have to say
another thing but that in the future, they will be eating food,
drinking firewater and being clothed at the expense of the King,
Our Lord, all without working.
The word work saddens these people in a grand manner but it is
possible to introduce Christian customs in an indolent lazy culture
by other means. They do not lack extravagant greediness so that
they say to us //-// that if we return to build a church, we will have
to pay the Indians a daily wage. Further, that if some Spaniards
might come to settle there, they would have to pay the Casique
tribute for the lands which belong to them and not to the King of
Spain. These are the formal words of the Casique, not coming
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from him but from those perverse ones near to him. We have recognized his very good inclination^.^'
Unless our hut is built by the few seamen from the schooner, it is
not expected that the Indians will finish it within 2 months. It is an
established thing among them that the Principal Men and soldiers
do not have to work. The few that remain for the work, all those
men of the right age being a few more than 50. They live in a great
misery. All sexes and all ages are gathered together in 3 or 4 huts,
chiefly unchaste. With all, they refuse the burlap and they say that
they are not black and want more covering but only the most costly." The men have a fragment of cloth and the women some
threads of a certain vegetation." The children are totally naked
until they reach the age of 12 or 14. It was declared to us, in warning, that if they must be clothed it must be with wool or flannel.
The Casique added that we must ask for clothing of distinction for
him, the principal men and their wives."
They have an enormous passion for their children. They never use
punishment with them. It is not unusual for the son to mistreat the
father by hitting him without ever demonstrating any sign of
respect. //-// This disordered love arrives to the point where the
father actually cuts or burns himself because something like this
has happened to the son.51As a result, the first time we went down
47.

48.
49.

50.

51.

aunque & el nacidas sino & los penmsos Colaterales que mui bzlenas ynclienws en i l mconocido. In another variant, it reads "Palabras nascidm & prromos
CdQterales; por q w en el Casigw hnnos r e c o m s i . h a s y n c Z i h n ; Sturtevant,
"Last of the South Florida Aborigines," 155.
Con todo m a n el camafko dicindo que no son negra y quisiernz mas nrbri7 solo lo
mas pecioso.
Probably Spanish moss.
Father Pierre Charlevoix in April 1722 noted that the Indians he saw near the
Keys clothed their private parts with a bit of bark or leaves. Their Casique,
don Diego, had rather more clothing but not much. He wore a fillet on his
head and some rags. However, his wife was as Charlevoix put it 'decently
clothed for an Indian." h o s t all of the Indians he saw had been baptized at
Havana where they went once a year. He also remarked that these Indians
had skins that were redder than any he had seen before. While he did not
identlfy these Indians except to say they are not Calusas and that don Diego
was subject to another Casique some distance away, their location forty-five
leagues from Havana identifies them as one of the tribes of the Keys; Pierre
Franqois Xavier de Charlwoix S.J., J m d of a Voyage to North A7ne7ic4 ed. L.P.
Kellog, 2 vols. (Chicago, 1923). 2: 305309.
UGga wtc dcsordmado Amor al eshanu, & que se cmto o g.e~cnoeel Padm efectivamentc
por havcl.suudidio crlgo & wo continpacia a el hijo.
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to his land, he told us that he placed the condition on us that we
could not whip the children, [that] it would be possible to govern
those of this age without the proportionate punishment.
The idolatrous errors and superstitions are the most brutal but
what astonished us was the tenacity, obstinacy and perfidy with
which they persisted in it. They declared to us many times that
understanding the new religion is for the children. The diabolical
idol that they adore, that one day Father Monaco to the great terror of everyone, trampled on the ground, is a little tablet with the
image of a fish5*and other images as of tongues. They have hidden
this as he cunningly made the Great Captain confess. However, the
Casique has deceitfully told us in satisfying our demands about
delivering it, that they had thrown it into the sea. It is not possible
to root this out without violence.
They have something that they call a church, inside which they have
said savage idols. They r e h e d to burn it and destroy it, although
beforehand they had given their word that they would do it. They
gave as a reason, that the Christians in Havana did not burn down
their churches and that far away there are those who have argued
In said church, they had
about the true will of being Chri~tians.~~
many hideous masks that they use in their superstitious ceremonies.
There is one who is called the Bishop." He is sanctified as they
believe, by 3 days of continuous dancing, only drinking and vomiting up what he has drunk until he faints.55They say that he is exalted and dies and is resurrected sanctified. They hear this Bishop
with veneration. He is one of those that [are] most //-// opposed
to the Evangelical mission. They have superstitious customs of calling the wind with certain verses and dissuading the hurricanes56
with certain
In addition, the false Bishop had made a day
in mockery of the Father because he had not stopped the rain when
he used those exorcisms against the impending thunderbolts.
52. Pqk.
55. Apparently, this passage was questionable since a scribe placed a question
mark in the manuscript following this.
54. obas@.

55. The beverage is probably cassina which is made from the leaves of zlex cussina
or iltx vomitoria. This was the traditional ceremonial beverage of the southeastern Indians.
56. The word appears to be hurrntcuios, but hurricanes seem to fit here.
57. CEanrmw.
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They venerate the Casique and his sons with ceremonial incensings58
in which the bishop intervenes with many action59which they have
plenty of among those who are superstitious. At the death of these and
the Great Captain, they kill children so that they accompany them and
serve them in the cemetery that they have some distance from the
Pueblo. This is because of their fear of the dead. So that they do not
do them evil, they place the skulls of stags, turtles, barracuda and
other animals around it. They present offerings of tobacco, food and
herbs so that they do not enrage the dead. There is a guard day and
night in the cemetery. In the main, leaving out many other particulars, this is the treatment of their major superstitions. On the other
hand, they tenaciously and affirmativelyridicule the truth that human
souls are better than those of the brutes; in which death, all perish;
without finding the strongest reasons valid. As a result, one [of them]
cannot be moved fi-om this belief unless he wants to be. It is indicative
of the force of their impurity and inveterate drunkenness that it has
obliterated the principal lines of their native reason.
Almost all the men paint themselves variously every day. This is a c w
tom which we have discovered60to be a superstitionpracticed in honor
of their principal idol which they call SiplL They have uttered blasphemies against the true God of the Christians with which they have
provoked us, denying the creation of things. They also S r r n that they
deny him the power to impede men in carrying out their desires in
order to stop the voice we have in preaching the means by which they
may secure the immortality of their souls. They have strangely multiplied the Deity with the same weird practices of making offerings to the
dead and killing children so that they are made to serve the dead
Casique. This is because in naming them dead and deceased, they
retreat from fear or I do not know from what other effect.
In the end, Most Excellency Seiior, abbreviating the many horrible
erron, they have a wizard6] who at the least, is a marvelous impos-

58. Zaumerios. The same word in Hann's translation of the 1760 version of the
Monaco-Alaiia report is Sahumnh. The meaning is to fumigate, smoke or
apply similar sorts of things to the body. The southeastern Indians had a ritual where cedar or other aromatic woods were burnt and the smoke wafted
over the body, especially the Eace and upper body region as part of a cleansing ritual; Hann, ed.,, Missims, 423.
60. ubliguado.
61. hGchkmv.
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tor. Through him, they consult the occult by divining and foretelling the future and they hold him as their doctor and priest with
a thousand superstitious gestures. In the end, they look with reverence on him as to God. In the meantime, he and another 10 that
have all the signs of reprobates, come and go at will within the
pueblo. Evil may be expected to bear fruit from the fact that we
preach the Divine Word by day and they preach by night, if this
idolatry is not rooted out and extirpated. They shall remain attainted, though they may arrive to know the truth. However, the
Americans as extremely long experience has shown, always keep a
great inclination to the superstitions of their ancestors.
This is the primary reason that we find it absolutely necessary to
have a Presidio of 25 soldiers in that place. This is an item on
which Father Alaiia has changed his opinion. He is convinced by
the evidence that with this aid, it shall be possible to proceed to
execute what has been stated. This is because the true evangelical
freedom does not make an impression on men who are so very
brutish. Therefore, it would follow that they //-// may go somewhere else in such a way that they could not be brought back or
that they may go to the extremes of killing us. However, up to now,
they have feigned that they have found themselves very far from
this thought. This would be a great happiness for us, more than
having it happen by the means of the passing years. However, it
would forever close the portals of the Church to these Indians.
It is possible to fashion a fort at the mouth of the river with timbers, earth and stone. This is all at hand. Given the case that at
some time, there might be 100 Indians there, it should be of s d i cient size for that number because of their lack of firearms. The
more fear caused by the Spanish soldier, the more this case will be
well remote.62
Also, although the people of said pueblo shall be subjects obliged
by the Presidio not to make an escape to the other nations, there
is no fear that they shall remove themselves when they have the
opportunity of seeing this commenced and it serves to remove the

62. Since this fort had at least been begun by the time that Father Alaiia departed for Havana, this is an indication that this document was at least partially
written beforehand.
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fear of the Uchises coming down through the northern border. As
a result, they will experience those improvements and the protection that they shall always find this pueblo providing.
The second reason for the need for the Presidio is the incredible
passion that they have for firewater. It is a complaint that they have
repeated to us everyday we were there, that we had not brought
them any. To us, this had suggested a thousand men whom the
devil evilly inspires and among them, an example of the Indians of
Florida. They have come and accused us with the wine of the Holy
Mass and to tell us expressly that if they cannot have firewater then
they do not want to be Christians. This is greatly obstructive and
suggests the necessity of another serious punishment, both ecclesiastical and secular, against the boatmen in Florida and in this
city. The reason for this is that //-// they acquire most of the firewater from the dissolute brutes of Basques in the Keys or on the
coast of Florida. Thus, shall it be possible to stop some poor fisherman that supplies them the said liquor, seeing that this is the
only means such that they voluntarily bring in the fish and when
they know that they will be given the amount of 100 pesos for a
flask of firewater? A fisherman told us that in years passed, he had
bartered a barrel for at least the amount of 500 pesos. Concerning
the muskets that Your Excellency had given them the past year, as
soon as they had them, they kept 6 and traded the rest for a little
firewater.
On the other hand, they may lose what little reason they have and
may invest themselves with an extravagant brutality. [Then], there
is no son for the father nor wife for the husband and they take
weapons into their hands as has been related of the same by those
who have seen this. We have also experienced it one day when an
Indian became intoxicated because of the imprudence of a seaman who had hidden a little firewater and smuggled it with us in
the bark. The Indian threatened and attacked him and another.
On the next day, some boatmen came from Florida and anchored
off Key Biscayne. The same Indians were aboard at dawn and
notwithstanding the fact that we had entrusted them not to give
firewater to the Indians, the Great Captain, the Casique and 2 or 3
others returned drunk that afternoon. This had the effect of making them say great slanders about the Fathers. The women fled
from the drunks to our house and then to the woods where they
remained naked all night so that the wives would not be killed or
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wounded by their husbands as usually happened. The Great
Captain ran after our Negro with a hatchet. //-// The Casique
expressed himself to Lucas Gomez with sexually offensive word@
until he threatened him with his musket. This was principally the
effect of the wine, in which as it is said, drunks discover t r ~ t h . ~ ~ Y e t ,
they had not been deceitful. They said it was their intention in
retiring to the schooner with the 2 boarding cannon,65to kill
Lucas Gomez and Manuel Hernandez. In other ways they had
already manifested a serious hatred of them, more than they had
to the Father without doing something [other to him than to say]
he should take himself to Havana.
However, the Presidio shall be conducive to the preservation of
these people. At each step, they fight and are lessened as is evident
from the record of how many more these people were before they
were changed by fortune. Given this betrayal of trust,66 in a few
years they shall all be finished by the firewater as much as by the
guerrillas [and] also because of the children which they kill and
because of the many who caught smallpox67and died for lack of a
remedy.
If Your Excellency approves of everything that has been done and
[Your Excellency] finds it appropriate to carry this effort forward,
then we humbly beg that the soldiers who are selected for this
operation be virtuous men and of known excellence in the
Christian customs. These are the customs which we try to instill by
the proper means of our profession. We must oblige the Indians to
follow the old Christian customs and to reject their own scandalous actions on two points, that of lewdness and intoxication. If
not, then it shall follow that our efforts shall be useless and this
[mission] shall not take root, since they reproach us with the scandals that they have seen in Havana and Florida and they are confused in a certain way. Likewise, it is presumed that Your
Excellency has been pleased to promote that which is commensurate with this. It is then necessary as much now as before, that boats

63, Pathbras Y?zguimm.
64. The Latin phrase is in vino vetitas.
65. p d m .
66. ~ a r i c u c i o n .
67. viruelas.
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loaded with provisions be dispatched and continue to be dispatched, especially with maize and molasses for the Indians. [The
reason for this is that] by the end of September when they lack sustenance in the said pueblo, they are forced to go to search for food
~~
the provision of supplies must be
at Cayo Q u e ~ h e L[Therefore],
continued as much for the Indians as for the Spaniards who might
settle there until they are furnished with provisions from the land.
[We] add, Most Excellent Seiior, as a very necessary point that we
have the present means to stop these Indians whom we have sheltered if it is plain to the eyes that they want to escape the harshness
of a life that is so contrary to their lewdness. Therefore, it is obvious that missionaries in order to fulfill their mission, are harassed
in so many things that [they] are forced to arrange things in such
fashion that they cannot intend them more violence and neither
can they leave.
Correctly transcribed from a copy in the Royal Academy of History.
Madrid December 2'7th 1855
Buckingham Smith

68. Above it, it looks like Cerchu This must be the same place that is referred to
earlier as Key PerckL
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